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Forecoming

- Ssalto/Duacs DT daily f i les

- More frequent updates on Ssalto/Duacs DT 

- A new data format for Ssalto/Duacs along-track, ful ly compliant with the COARDS-CF standard

- LAS version upgrade

- Integration of new or modified missions as soon as they are available (Cryosat -2; Envisat, Jason-1 extended missions)

- New regional Artic and Atlantic European shelves products (from the so called “TAPAS” experimental product 

(MyOcean) for regional assimilation)

- No more IGDR-only derived Ssalto/Duacs data (replaced by IGDR+OGDR derived data)

- New online Data catalogue (http://aviso-data-center.cnes.fr/ssalto/ ) (Opening soon)

- New Ssalto/Duacs RT, OGDR flows-derived products, delivered a few hours after measurement (“on the flow” 

products)

New On Aviso Web

- Calval reports by cycle for Jason-2 GDRs

- Calval Jason-2 - Envisat intercalibration reports by 

cycle

- Interactive (Calval) tide gauge map

- Ssalto/Duacs Key Performance Indicator

- Data request form on the web site

General News

- New FTP server – ftp.aviso.oceanobs.com 

(anonymous and authentified accesses both)

- Opendap & Extraction service upgrade

- Interface with MyOcean

- Data policy change

- User satisfaction Survey (yearly from now on)

New datasets

- Experimental coastal and hydrology products (August 2009) 

(“PISTACH” data; handbook now available)

- MDT CNES-CLS09 (October 2009)

- MSS CNES-CLS10 (June 2010)

- High resolution Dynamic Atmospheric Correction

- Climatology data (monthly means, climatology per month & per season 

over the 1993-2008 period)

- Ssalto/Duacs Near-Real Time Black Sea data (September 2009)

- Jason-2 data (August 2009)

Dataset upgrades / reprocessing

- Timeliness improvement on IGDR+OGDR derived map (September 2009)

- Monomission CorSSH / SLA reprocessing (June 2010)

- Ssalto/Duacs DT reprocessing (May 2010 ; previous one in April 2008)

- Climatology data reprocessing (following DT reprocessing) (June 2010)

- MDT CNES-CLS09 (v2) (March 2010)

- New Ssalto/Duacs NRT/RT versions (July 2010)

- Ascii Mean sea level time series (May 2010)

- Envisat Mean Sea Level + multimission time series (August 2010)

Dataset updates

- Updates on Ssalto/Duacs DT data (Nov 2009 & Sept 2010) 

- regular updates of all other datasets (GDRs, NRT/RT, CorSSH, 

wind/waves…)

- Mean Sea Level data with Jason-2 (May 2010)  

Old DT

New DT

Data News


